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1. Before Alexander Fleming ---- penicillin, a great

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

6. The use of sweeteners in food manufacturing

many people ---- of meningitis.

---- steadily over the past two decades and ---- no
signs of abating.

A) has discovered / would die
B) discovered / died

A) would rise / will show

C) would discover / died

B) had risen / would show

D) will discover / have died

C) has risen / shows

E) was discovering / were dying

D) would have risen / had shown

2 When the new hospital ---- in March, you ---- one
of the first patients to be admitted.
A) opened / have been
B) will open / will be

NETyds

E) rose /will show

C) has opened / can have been

7. As long as he ---- reasonable care of himself he
has every chance of ---- a complete recovery.
A) will take / being made
B) took / having made

D) is opening / are

C) has taken / having been made

E) opens / will be

D) takes / making
E) was taking / having to make

3. Don't take him into the operating room until the
anaesthetist ---- you to.
A) tells

8. A new book

which

----

to give the

interested layman an overall picture of modern

B) will tell

C) is telling

----

medicine.

D) can tell
E) told

A) is being published / will have been designed
B) has been published / is designed
C) had been published / had designed

4. If there ---- any delay in getting him to hospital
the outcome ---- fatal.
A) had been / could have proved
B) is / would have proved

NETyds

D) would have been published / was designed
E) will have been published / is being designed

9. If you had followed the doctor's advice, you ---- a

C) were / will have proved

complete recovery by this time.

E) will be / would prove

A) would make

B) would have made

C) had made

D) will make

NETyds

E) were making
5. In his book Beyond Laughter, the psychiatrist
Martin Grotjohn claims that ---- an infant begins
to smile and laugh, ---- intelligent he is likely to
prove.

10. Compared with their body size, mammals and
birds have much larger brains than ----.

A) the earlier / the more

A) are other vertebrates

B) the earliest / the most

B) that other vertebrates have

C) earlier / more

C) other vertebrates do

D) as early / as much

D) other vertebrates are

E) as early as / the more

E) another vertebrate would
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C) would discover / died

B) had risen / would show

D) will discover / have died
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E) was discovering / were dying

D) would have risen / had shown
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When the new hospital ---- in March, you ---- one
of the first patients to be admitted.
A) opened / have been
B) will open / will be
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E) rose /will show

C) has opened / can have been

7. As long as he ---- reasonable care of himself he
has every chance of ---- a complete recovery.
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B) took / having made
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E) opens / will be
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C) had made
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E) were making

5.

In his book Beyond Laughter, the psychiatrist
Martin Grotjohn claims that ---- an infant begins
to smile and laugh, ---- intelligent he is likely to
prove.

10. Compared with their body size, mammals and
birds have much larger brains than ----.

A) the earlier / the more

A) are other vertebrates

B) the earliest / the most

B) that other vertebrates have

C) earlier / more

C) other vertebrates do

D) as early / as much

D) other vertebrates are

E) as early as / the more

E) another vertebrate would
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11. The successful education of children with

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

16. Health Watch, which, initially at least, ---- by

speech defects involves ---- all approaches.

pharmaceutical companies, ---- an aggressive
campaign against natural medicines.

A) to explore

B) exploring

C) having explored

A) was financed / is waging

D) having been explored

B) had financed / was waging

E) to have explored

C) has been financed / had waged
D) was being financed / had been waging
E) will be financed / would wage
12. If they ---- the child to the hospital a little earlier,
NETyds

these complications ----.
A) would have brought / wouldn't develop
B) would bring / won't develop
C) have brought / haven't developed
D) brought / hadn't developed

17. From time to time, many different theories of
heredity----, only some of which ---- valid now.
A) had been advanced / had been
B) were advanced / would be

E) had brought / would not have developed

C) are advanced / were
D) have been advanced / are
E) will be advanced / would be
13. Pure carbolic acid on a suspected rabies wound
---- the incubation period but probably won't kill
all the viruses; so its use ---- into general
disfavour among doctors.
18. It would be foolish of them not ---- genetic
advice, as their first child was abnormal.

A) may prolong / has fallen
B) might prolong / had fallen

A) to seek

C) might have prolonged / might have fallen

B) having sought

C) to have sought

D) will prolong / fell

D) seeking

E) being sought

14. The healthy individual possesses the means of
arresting minor haemorrhages; if this ---- so,
trivial cuts ---- to a fatal loss of blood.

NETyds

E) would prolong / would have fallen

19. The students who ---- a top grade in
pharmacology were admitted to post-graduate
studies.

A) was not / have led
B) were not / would lead

A) have received

B) had received

C) is not / led

C) receive

D) will receive

D) will not be / would have led

NETyds

20. Soon, with all these advances in technology,
15. If Julie ---- herself like that while we were away,

patients with weak hearts ---- from the comfort

she ---- from anorexia nervosa today.

of their own homes.

A) hasn't starved / wouldn't suffer

A) will have been monitored

B) didn't starve / isn't suffering

B) are being monitored

C) hadn't starved / wouldn't be suffering

C) will be monitored

D) wouldn't starve /won't be suffering

D) would be monitored

E) wasn't starving / isn't suffering

E) have been monitored
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C) have brought / haven't developed
D) brought / hadn't developed

17. From time to time, many different theories of
heredity----, only some of which ---- valid now.
A) had been advanced / had been
B) were advanced / would be

E) had brought / would not have developed

C) are advanced / were
D) have been advanced / are
E) will be advanced / would be
13. Pure carbolic acid on a suspected rabies wound
---- the incubation period but probably won't kill
all the viruses; so its use ---- into general
disfavour among doctors.
18. It would be foolish of them not ---- genetic
advice, as their first child was abnormal.

A) may prolong / has fallen
B) might prolong / had fallen

A) to seek

C) might have prolonged / might have fallen

B) having sought

C) to have sought

D) will prolong / fell
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E) being sought

14. The healthy individual possesses the means of
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E) would prolong / would have fallen

19. T h e s t u d e n t s w h o - - - - a t o p g r a d e i n
pharmacology were admitted to post-graduate
studies.

A) was not / have led
B) were not / would lead
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B) had received

C) is not / led

C) receive

D) will receive

D) will not be / would have led
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20. Soon, with all these advances in technology,
patients with weak hearts ---- from the comfort

15.
If Julie ---- herself like that while we were away,

of their own homes.

she ---- from anorexia nervosa today.
A) hasn't starved / wouldn't suffer
B) didn't starve / isn't suffering
C) hadn't starved / wouldn't be suffering
D) wouldn't starve /won't be suffering
E) wasn't starving / isn't suffering

A) will have been monitored
B) are being monitored
C) will be monitored
D) would be monitored
E) have been monitored
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6. If he ---- the conditions of the insurance policy

1. Before I read Freud, I ---- dreams were of so

carefully, he ---- that it did not cover such

much significance.
A) haven't thought

B) wouldn't think

C) didn't think

D) don't think

eventualities.
A) has read / realized
B) reads / has realized

E) wouldn't have thought

C) is reading / realizes
D) were reading / had realized
E) had read / would have realized

2. Practically every philosopher since Plato ---the relationship between humour and laughter,
but Sigmund Freud ---- the first to put forward
NETyds

7. Ever since the advent of industrialization,

a conclusive theory.
A) has considered / was
B) considered / would be
C) was considering / is

social scientists ---- the term "the masses" to
"the people".
A) have preferred

B) had preferred

C) will have preferred

D) would have preferred

D) would consider / has been

E) would prefer

E) has been considering / had been

8. In the 1960s, the modernist idea that there ---3. When I accidentally broke Mrs Parker's antique

only one authentic style for the modern age ---

Chinese vase, I felt as if I ---- a criminal.
A) am being

B) have been

C) am

D) were

- in favour of the idea of the plurality of styles.
A) could be / will have been rejected
B) can be / is rejected

E) had been

C) could have been / is being rejected
D) could be / was rejected

4. Actually, the position of the small farmer ---only slightly even if all these changes ----.
A) has improved / had been introduced
B) would improve / were introduced

NETyds

E) can be / would be rejected

9. When photography first appeared, some
people predicted that it ---- the death of
painting.

C) will improve / would be introduced
D) improved / have been introduced

A) will have caused

B) will cause

E) would have improved / will be introduced

C) would have caused

D) caused

5. The authorities in India ---- that the country's
highly qualified young researchers ---- by

10. In the end he admitted that he ---- the fire ----

multinational companies as cheap labour.

at such a speed.

A) were worried / have been used

A) hadn't expected / to spread

B) are worrying / were used

B) didn't expect / to have spread

C) are worried / are being used

C) wasn't expecting / spreading

D) worry / had been used

D) hadn't been expecting / having spread

E) have worried / will have been used

E) wouldn't expect / to be spreading
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4. Actually, the position of the small farmer ---only slightly even if all these changes ----.
A) has improved / had been introduced
B) would improve / were introduced
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E) can be / would be rejected

9. When photography first appeared, some
people predicted that it ---- the death of
painting.

C) will improve / would be introduced
D) improved / have been introduced

A) will have caused

B) will cause

E) would have improved / will be introduced

C) would have caused

D) caused

5. The authorities in India ---- that the country's
highly qualified young researchers ---- by

10. In the end he admitted that he ---- the fire ----

multinational companies as cheap labour.

at such a speed.

A) were worried / have been used

A) hadn't expected / to spread

B) are worrying / were used

B) didn't expect / to have spread

C) are worried / are being used

C) wasn't expecting / spreading
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11. If such a treatment for tuberculosis ---- available

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

16. If the prevalence of obesity ---- to rise at the

centuries ago, it ---- the course of history.

present rate, some experts predict that by the
year 2030, every adult in the US ---- overweight.

A) had been / will have changed

A) continues / will be

B) was / could have changed

B) has continued / is

C) would have been / might change

C) continued / could have been

D) had been / might have changed

D) is continuing / must be

E) has been / should have changed

E) had continued / would have been
12. Though vitamin and mineral supplements ----,

17. Although allergic disease itself ---- around

the preferred course of action is ---- food

A) might be warranted / to have improved
B) might have been warranted / having improved

throughout history, real advances in treating it
NETyds

choices and eating habits.

---- along until the late 19th century.
A) is being / aren't coming
B) is / don't come

C) might warrant / being improved

C) was / weren't coming

D) may have been warranted / to have been
improved

D) had been / wouldn't come
E) has been / didn't come

E) may be warranted / to improve
18. If women of childbearing age ---- just 0.4
milligram of folic acid per day before becoming

13. Ultrasound beams could make it possible ---brain disease with gene therapy without ---- a

pregnant, the incidence of spina bifida ---- by 50

single incision.

to 75 per cent.

A) to be treated / having made

B) take / will have been reduced

A) have taken / might be reduced
B) to treat / making

C) had taken / had been reduced

C) being treated / to have been made

D) took /could be reduced

D) having treated / being made

E) will take / is reduced

14. There is now a real possibility of tropical
diseases, such as malaria, ---- into northern

19. The cell theory ---- in 1855 by Rudolph Virchow,
who stated that new cells ---- only by the division
of previously existing cells.
A) was put forward / are formed

A) to have been carried

B) would be put forward / were formed

B) having carried

C) has been put forward / had been formed

C) to be carried

D) is put forward / form

D) being carried

E) was being put forward / formed

E) having been carried
20. Although the concept of evolution ---- by
philosophers and naturalists through the ages,
15. The X-ray showed that the femur ---- in the
socket but ---- up towards the outer edge.

it was Charles Darwin who first ---- the theory of
evolution to the notice of the general public.

A) can't be centred / would slip

A) was discussed / had brought

B) isn't centred / will slip

B) had been discussed / brought

C) wasn't centred / had slipped

C) was being discussed / has brought

D) hasn't been centred / would have slipped

D) has been discussed / brings

E) couldn't be centred / has slipped

E) might be discussed / had to bring
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E) to have treated / having been made
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1. Recently DNA molecules ---- to solve a

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

6. ---- drugs to healthy people to prevent disease,

particular problem in computing, leading to

---- before, but has never been tried on a large

speculation that one day DNA-based

scale.

computers ----.
A) To be given / would be proposed

A) are used / are developed

B) To give / is being proposed

B) were used / are being developed

C) To have given / was being proposed

C) are being used / could have been developed

D) Having given / was proposed

D) had been used / may have been developed

E) Giving / has been proposed

2 Our modern knowledge of cell structure ---without the electron microscope, first
developed in the late 1930s with what ---- then

NETyds

E) have been used / may be developed

7. By the time Halsted died in 1922, surgeons he
---- at Johns Hopkins ---- his ideas and
techniques right across the country.
A) was training / would be disseminating

the latest in electronic technology.

B) has trained / disseminated
A) could not have been obtained / was

C) trained / have disseminated

B) had not been obtained / had been

D) had trained / were disseminating

C) would not be obtained / has been

E) would have trained / will disseminate

D) was not obtained / is
E) has not been obtained / could be
8. If I ---- a similar kind of research, I ---- on just
3. If he ---- with this rare congenital disorder at

two decades.

this early age, treatment ---- less successful.
A) will do / concentrate
B) had done / concentrated

B) weren’t diagnosed / was

C) have done / would have concentrated

C) wouldn’t be diagnosed / will be

D) were doing / would concentrate

D) hadn't been diagnosed / would have been

E) did / will concentrate

E) isn’t diagnosed / has been

4. On a submarine what wears you down is the
relentless responsibility of ----part of a small

NETyds

A) hasn’t been diagnosed / had been

9. The committee ---- the question for nearly an
hour, and still hasn't come to a decision.

team where everyone ---- total trust in everyone
else.

B) had discussed

C) will discuss

D) is discussing
E) would discuss

B) to have been / had to put
C) having been / is to put
D) to be / is pulling

10. Towards the end of the fifteenth century many

E) having to be / had to put

political and social changes ----in Europe which
5. Betty recovered easily from the anaesthetics as

A) had been occurring / had affected

children usually ----.
A) have done

B) did

C) do

D) are doing
E) will do

---- all countries profoundly.

B) were occurring / have affected
C) have occurred / will affect
D) had occurred / would affect
E) occurred / affected
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3. If he ---- with this rare congenital disorder at
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B) weren’t diagnosed / was
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C) wouldn’t be diagnosed / will be
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D) hadn't been diagnosed / would have been
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9. The committee ---- the question for nearly an
hour, and still hasn't come to a decision.

team where everyone ---- total trust in everyone
else.

B) had discussed

C) will discuss

D) is discussing
E) would discuss

B) to have been / had to put
C) having been / is to put
D) to be / is pulling

10. Towards the end of the fifteenth century many

E) having to be / had to put

political and social changes ----in Europe which
5. Betty recovered easily from the anaesthetics as

A) had been occurring / had affected

children usually ----.
A) have done

B) did

C) do
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11. In his acknowledgement, the writer thanked his
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16. In parts of Nepal, hikers and campers ---- down

wife for the support she ---- him while he ---- the

so many trees for Himalayan campfires that the

book.

area ---- deforested.

A) had given / was writing

A) would cut / became

B) gave / is writing

B) had cut / becomes

C) gives / has been writing

C) were cutting I had become

D) has given / will be writing

D) have cut / is becoming

E) was giving / had written

E) cut / would become

12. Since Swedish industrial relationships ---- so
surprising that the existence of a "Swedish
model" ----.
A) were undergoing / will be questioned

17. When Charles II ---- king in 1660, the theatres,
NETyds

many fundamental changes, it is hardly

B) underwent / has been questioned

which ---- by Cromwell, were opened again and
new dramatists appeared.
A) would become / had closed
B) had become / have been closed
C) became / had been closed

C) had undergone / had been questioned

D) was becoming / will have been closed

D) are undergoing / was being questioned

E) would have become / could have been closed

E) have undergone / is being questioned
18. Western scholarship ---- impose itself on the

13. If it ---- for the severe air pollution of 1952, which
was responsible for 4,000 deaths, the UK Clean

developing world, but at last the West is

Air Act of 1956 ----.

beginning to realize that it has much to learn
itself.

A) weren't / hadn't been passed
B) was not / won't be passed

A) ought to

B) has to

C) hadn't been / wouldn't have been passed

C) used to

D) might
E) would

D) wouldn't be / hadn't been passed

14. So far they ---- enough tombs ---- at any clear
understanding of the rituals and lives of these
ancient people.

NETyds

E) isn't / was not passed
19. If the birth rate in India ---- controlled, the
population ---- in the next 25 or 30 years,
increasing from about 900 million about 1,800
million.

A) had not excavated / to arrive
A) is not / will double

B) have not excavated / to have arrived
C) could not have excavated / having arrived

B) will not be / doubles

D) would not excavate / arriving

C) has not been / would double

NETyds

E) was not / would have doubled
15. If the government ---- Britain to have world-class
universities, it ---- about the continuing decline
in quality that characterizes so many of its
universities.
A) will want / will have worried

20. Since Taiwan ---- its recession, the retail
clothing industry ---- very badly.
A) has entered / would have been doing

B) wanted / has worried

B) had entered / would do

C) had wanted / is worried

C) would enter / has done

D) has wanted / has worried

D) was entering / will be doing

E) wants / ought to be worried

E) entered / has been doing
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E) are not excavating / to have arrived
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wife for the support she ---- him while he ---- the

so many trees for Himalayan campfires that the

book.
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E) was not / would have doubled
15. If the government ---- Britain to have world-class
universities, it ---- about the continuing decline
in quality that characterizes so many of its
universities.
A) will want / will have worried

20. Since Taiwan ---- its recession, the retail
clothing industry ---- very badly.
A) has entered / would have been doing

B) wanted / has worried
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D) would not be / could have doubled

E) are not excavating / to have arrived
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1. The robot is just the sort of feature that ---- to

6. Later on in the article he points out that the

Japanese consumers when it ---- on sale there

creation of the single currency ---- out the
competitive advantage that German companies

later this year.

---- enjoy over their European neighbours.
A) would appeal / went

B)

C) have appealed / went

D) appeal / will go

A) wipes / were used to
B) has wiped / used to

E) are appealing / is going

C) had wiped / had used to
D) would wipe / are used to
E) is wiping / have been used to

2. America ---- that some of the commodities Iraq
was allowed to import under the oil-for-food
NETyds

programme ---- military uses.
A) argued / could have had
B) has argued / will have had
C) had argued /would have had

7. On first ----the hotel we ---- by the starkness and
hardness of the place.
A) having to enter / had been struck

D) was arguing /can have had

B) having entered / are struck

E) would argue / can have been having

C) entering / were struck
D) to enter / will be struck
E) to be entering / are being struck

3. Europe appears ---- a new period of labour
militancy, but appearances ---- deceptive.
8. The discontent that ---- in many countries at last
A) entering / could be

---- an outlet in the wave of revolutions which

B) to be entering / would have been

spread across Europe in 1843.

C) having entered / could have been
A) was brewing / had found

D) to enter / will be

B) had been brewing / found

E) to have entered / can be

C) brewed / will find

4. In 1973 LE DuC Tho ---- to accept the Nobel Prize
for peace, insisting that peace ---- in South
Vietnam and didn't seem likely to be so.

E) would be brewing / was finding

9. Unfortunately, there ---- as yet no evidence to
suggest that a surge of growth in the US

B) refuses / was not established

A) is / is creating

C) was refusing / has not been established

B) was / has created

D) would have refused / will not be established

C) has been / will have created

E) had refused / would not be established

D) will be / created
E) had been / was creating

5. There was a similar case in May of a man, ---- in
Paris, who ---- his shoes with drugs.

10. Before long, ---- down a half-remembered piece
of music ---- as easy as humming the tune.

A) to board / would pack

A) having to track / was

B) having boarded / has packed

B) having tracked / would be

C) to have boarded / would have packed

C) to track / has been

D) boarding / had packed

D) to have tracked / is

E) to be boarded / packed

E) tracking / will be
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economy ---- more jobs.
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D) has been brewing / has found
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The robot is just the sort of feature that ---- to

6. Later on in the article he points out that the

Japanese consumers when it ---- on sale there

creation of the single currency ---- out the

later this year.

competitive advantage that German companies

A) would appeal / went
C) have appealed / went

---- enjoy over their European neighbours.

B)
D) appeal / will go

A) wipes / were used to

E) are appealing / is going

B) has wiped / used to
C) had wiped / had used to
D) would wipe / are used to
E) is wiping / have been used to

2. America ---- that some of the commodities Iraq
was allowed to import under the oil-for-food
NETyds

programme ---- military uses.
A) argued / could have had
B) has argued / will have had
C) had argued /would have had

7. On first ----the hotel we ---- by the starkness and
hardness of the place.
A) having to enter / had been struck

D) was arguing /can have had

B) having entered / are struck

E) would argue / can have been having

C) entering / were struck
D) to enter / will be struck
E) to be entering / are being struck

3. Europe appears ---- a new period of labour
militancy, but appearances ---- deceptive.
8.
A) entering / could be

The discontent that ---- in many countries at last
---- an outlet in the wave of revolutions which

B) to be entering / would have been

spread across Europe in 1843.

C) having entered / could have been
A) was brewing / had found

D) to enter / will be

B) had been brewing / found

E) to have entered / can be

C) brewed / will find

4. In 1973 LE DuC Tho ---- to accept the Nobel Prize
for peace, insisting that peace ---- in South
Vietnam and didn't seem likely to be so.

9. Unfortunately, there ---- as yet no evidence to
suggest that a surge of growth in the US
economy ---- more jobs.

A) refused / had not been established
B) refuses / was not established

A) is / is creating

C) was refusing / has not been established

B) was / has created

E) had refused / would not be established

C) has been / will have created
D) will be / created
E) had been / was creating

5. There was a similar case in May of a man, ---- in
Paris, who ---- his shoes with drugs.

10.Before long, ---- down a half-remembered piece
of music ---- as easy as humming the tune.

A) to board / would pack

A) having to track / was

B) having boarded / has packed

B) having tracked / would be

C) to have boarded / would have packed

C) to track / has been

D) boarding / had packed

D) to have tracked / is

E) to be boarded / packed

E) tracking / will be
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D) has been brewing / has found
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11. Tradition generally ---- the introduction of

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

16. The controversy ---- in 1924 by Edwin P. Hubble

chocolate to France to Jewish chocolate-

who ---- that the great spiral nebula in

makers who ---- in Bayonne in 1609, having been

Andromeda contained Cepheid variables.

hounded out of first Spain and then Portugal.
A) was being settled / has found
A) attributes / settled

B) has been settled / finds

B) has attributed / had settled

C) had been settled / found

C) attributed / have settled

D) was settled / found

D) would attribute / were settling

E) would be settled / will find

12 This is not a new theory; quite a lot of scientists
---- on it for several decades.

NETyds

E) is attributing / had been setting

17. If space weather forecasters ---- timely warnings
of storms, telecommunications companies ---to take steps to protect their satellites.
A) could have provided / had been able

A) would have worked

B) had worked

B) could have provided / should be able

C) have been working

D) would work

C) can be providing / will be able
D) can provide / will have been able

E) have to work

E) could provide / would be able
13. If the equipment ---- us on time, we ----- the
bridge by now.

18. Even now at this late date, oceanographers ---seafloor mountains they ---- existed.

A) would have reached / could complete
B) reached / had completed

A) were finding / don't know

C) reaches / will have completed

B) have found / haven't known

D) will reach / can complete

C) are finding / didn't know

E) had reached / could have completed

D) will find / wouldn't know

14. Unfortunately there was a power cut just as we
---- the new computer.

NETyds

E) will have found / hadn't known

19. The Erie Canal was the first of the US artificial
waterways built ---- the Great Lakes with the sea.

A) are installing

B) would install

C) have installed

D) were installing

E) will install

A) to be connected

B) connecting

C) to have connected

D) to connect

15. What's left of the world's forest ---- at such a rate

20. Some scientists ---- us that the thermal blanket

that the remaining tropical rainforests ---- by the

around the globe ---- the average temperature of

middle of the century.

the earth to rise.

A) has been logged / is destroyed
B) will be logged /would have been destroyed
C) is being logged / will have been destroyed
D) was being logged / is being destroyed
E) would be logged / were being destroyed

A) were warning / has caused
B) have been warning / was causing
C) have warned / may cause
D) had warned / caused
E) warn / will have caused
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makers who ---- in Bayonne in 1609, having been
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E) would be settled / will find
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B) could have provided / should be able

C) have been working

D) would work

C) can be providing / will be able
D) can provide / will have been able

E) have to work

E) could provide / would be able
13. If the equipment ---- us on time, we ----- the
bridge by now.

18. Even now at this late date, oceanographers ---seafloor mountains they ---- existed.

A) would have reached / could complete
B) reached / had completed

A) were finding / don't know

C) reaches / will have completed

B) have found / haven't known

D) will reach / can complete

C) are finding / didn't know

E) had reached / could have completed

D) will find / wouldn't know

14. Unfortunately there was a power cut just as we
---- the new computer.
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E) will have found / hadn't known

19. The Erie Canal was the first of the US artificial
waterways built ---- the Great Lakes with the sea.

A) are installing

B) would install

C) have installed

D) were installing

E) will install

A) to be connected

B) connecting

C) to have connected

D) to connect

15. What's left of the world's forest ---- at such a rate

20. Some scientists ---- us that the thermal blanket

that the remaining tropical rainforests ---- by the

around the globe ---- the average temperature of

middle of the century.

the earth to rise.

A) has been logged / is destroyed
B) will be logged /would have been destroyed
C) is being logged / will have been destroyed
D) was being logged / is being destroyed
E) would be logged / were being destroyed

A) were warning / has caused
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D) had warned / caused
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1. A theory ---- only when a hypothesis ---- by

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

6. All the speculations of engineers about the

consistent results from many observations or

mechanism of the collapse of the World Trade

experiments.

Center towers ----, in fact, hypotheses, theories
of what ----.

A) may have been developed / was being
supported

A) were / might happen

B) can be developed / has been supported

B) are / might have happened
C) will be / has happened

D) has been developed / had been supported

D) would have been / might happen

E) had been developed / might have been
supported

E) have been / may happen

2. If transport

costs

---- into consideration at

outset, the plant ---- far from its present site.
A) will be taken / are being built

NETyds

C) will be developed / was supported

B) were taken / had been built

7. For four decades, researchers ---- the heavens
for radio signals that an advanced civilization
---- into the vastness of the galaxy.
A) have been scanning / may have emitted
B) scanned / will have emitted

C) have been taken / have been built

C) had scanned / could have been emitted

D) were being taken / will be built

D) scan / would have emitted

E) had been taken / would have been built

E) are being scanned / could have emitted

3. The first laser ---- in 1960 by Malman almost half
a century after the publication in 1916 of

8. Satellite observations ---- that space ---- in a sea

Einstein's theory of radiation which ---- the

of X-rays.

possibility of laser operation.
A) had shown / has been bathed
A) has been demonstrated / had shown

B) showed / has bathed

B) had been demonstrated /showed

C) will show / would have bathed
D) have shown / is bathed

D) demonstrates / was shown

E) would show / would be bathed

E) was being demonstrated / shows

4. The advent of nuclear power ---- the trend to use

NETyds

C) was demonstrated / showed

9. Currently, a great deal of attention ---- to the
phenomenon, known as acid rain, the incidence

water-power on a large scale, and hydroelectric

of which appears to be growing in developed

installations ---- in all industrial countries with

countries.

NETyds

A) has not halted / are being built

A) had been paid

B) was paid

C) is being paid

D) has been paid

B) did not halt /are built

E) will be paid

C) would not halt / will be built
D) will not halt / were being built
10. We read continually about global warming ---- to

E) had not halted / would be built

virtually every significant weather event that ---these days.
5. It is recommended that you wear a helmet in this
part of the plant, but it's up to you; you ----.

A) having been linked / is occurring
B) being linked / occurs

A) have got to

B) will have to

C) to be linked / occurred

C) shouldn't have

D) need to

D) linking / would occur

E) don't have to

E) to have been linked / had occurred
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3. The first laser ---- in 1960 by Malman almost half
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4. The advent of nuclear power ---- the trend to use
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phenomenon, known as acid rain, the incidence
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B) did not halt /are built
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D) will not halt / were being built
10. We read continually about global warming ---- to

E) had not halted / would be built

virtually every significant weather event that ---these days.
5. It is recommended that you wear a helmet in this
part of the plant, but it's up to you; you ----.
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D) need to
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1. Geoffrey Chaucer is often called the father of

6

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

Soon, a revolutionary new steam engine ----

English poetry, although, as we ----, there ----

speedboats more safely and efficiently than a

many English poets before him.

conventional outboard motor.

A) know / were

A) has been powering

B) have known / had been

B) would have powered

C) knew / have been

C) may be powering

D) had known / are

D) might have powered

E) might have known / would have been

E) can have powered

the treatment, and we'II know then if he ---- well
to it.
A) would have completed / responded

NETyds

2. By the end of the week he ---- the first stage of

B) has completed / was responding

7. He assures me that the Department of Marine
Biogeochemistry, which ---- up in the 1970s, ---ever since.
A) was set / has been expanding
B) had been set / was expanding

C) will have completed / is responding

C) would be set / will expand

D) is completing / has responded

D) has been set / is expanding

E) will complete / will respond

E) would have been set / will be

3. Until the time of World War II, it ---- that human
8. To protect yourself from computer viruses, start

beings---- to the requirements of technological

by not opening attachments you ----, and ----

systems with great ease.

suspicious mail immediately.
A) is assumed / adapted

A) haven't expected / to delete

B) has been assumed / were adapting

B) are not expecting / deleting

C) was assumed / are adapting

C) were not expecting / to be deleted

D) had been assumed / could adapt

D) didn't expect / having deleted

E) assumed / have adapted
4. Adhesives are now frequently being used where

previously mechanical methods of fastening ---essential.

9. Recent claims that the African elephant is
actually two species ----, but the debate still ----.
A) were contradicted / was continuing

A) would be considered

B) have been contradicted / continues

B) have been considered

C) would have been contradicted / is continuing

C) are being considered

D) will be contradicted / will be continuing

D) were to be considered

5. Twenty years ago the study of aging ---- as
somewhat misdirected, but now it ---- into an

10. The first of the great steel arch bridges ---- by

important science.

James Eads ---- the Mississippi at St Louis.

A) was regarded / has developed

A) designed / to be spanning

B) had been regarded / would develop

B) had been designed / spanning

C) has been regarded / would be developing

C) has been designed / having spanned

D) would have been regarded / had developed

D) was designed / to span

E) was being regarded / has been developing

E) was being designed / to have spanned
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E) were considered
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E) won't expect / to have deleted
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NETyds

E) won't expect / to have deleted

GRAMMAR

üds-kpds-yds

ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

16. The first stage of the new factory project ---- last

11. If the discovery ---- , it ---- speculation that the

year, and work on the second phase ---- well

Galaxy is teeming with life.

now.

A) had been confirmed / would fuel
B) will be confirmed / will have fuelled

A) had been completed / would progress

C) is confirmed / will fuel

B) was completed / is progressing

D) has been confirmed / has fuelled

C) would have been completed / was progressing

E) was confirmed / would have fuelled

D) has been completed / will progress
E) was being completed / has progressed

12. Often the need to clean up the atmosphere ---through major environmental disasters of
example.
A) was realized / remains
B) has been realized / remained

17. While the battle ---- out in the open, the
NETyds

which the London smog of 1952 still ---- a prime

technological capability of the coalition forces
---- them to lead.
A) had been fought / was giving
B) was fought / would give

C) would be realized / would remain

C) was being fought / gave

D) was being realized / will remain

D) would have been fought / will give

E) had been realized / has remained

E) is being fought / has given

13. During the past 40 years, hydroponic farming
18. It is recommended that you wear a helmet in this

---- considerably in a number of areas where

part of the plant, but it's up to you; you ----.

temperatures are too extreme for ordinary
agriculture.
A) had progressed

B) has progressed

C) progresses

D) would have progressed

A) have got to

B) will have to

C) shouldn't have

D) need to

E) don't have to

14. In order to establish the date of these footprints
he ---- a technique that ---- when the sand grains
were last exposed to light.

19. The mummified remains of Oetzi the Iceman
seem to suggest that this famous Stone Age
man ---- from an attacker before ---- to death.
A) had fled / to bleed

B) will use / has measured

C) fled / having bled

C) has used / will measure

D) was fleeing / having had to bleed

D) had used / would measure

E) has fled / to be bleeding

E) used / measures

20. In calculators, calculations ---- entirely with
15. In his report he ---- that the scanning technology
---- with novel textile manufacturing techniques.

integers yield exact results as long as the
numbers ---- too big for the space allotted.
A) doing / were not

A) may recommend / has been combined

B) having done / have not been

B) recommends / was combined

C) to have been done / would not have been

C) has recommended / had been combined

D) done / are not

D) recommended / should be combined
E) had recommended / would have been combined

E) to be done / will not be
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B) may have fled / bleeding

A) uses / measured

NETyds

NETyds

E) is progressing

GRAMMAR
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16. The first stage of the new factory project ---- last
year, and work on the second phase ---- well

11. If the discovery ---- , it ---- speculation that the
Galaxy is teeming with life.

now.
A) had been confirmed / would fuel
A) had been completed / would progress

B) will be confirmed / will have fuelled
C) is confirmed / will fuel

B) was completed / is progressing

D) has been confirmed / has fuelled

C) would have been completed / was progressing
D) has been completed / will progress

E) was confirmed / would have fuelled

E) was being completed / has progressed
12. Often the need to clean up the atmosphere ---through major environmental disasters of
example.
A) was realized / remains
B) has been realized / remained

17. While the battle ---- out in the open, the
NETyds

which the London smog of 1952 still ---- a prime

technological capability of the coalition forces
---- them to lead.
A) had been fought / was giving
B) was fought / would give

C) would be realized / would remain

C) was being fought / gave

D) was being realized / will remain

D) would have been fought / will give

E) had been realized / has remained

E) is being fought / has given

13. During the past 40 years, hydroponic farming
18. It is recommended that you wear a helmet in this

---- considerably in a number of areas where

part of the plant, but it's up to you; you ----.

temperatures are too extreme for ordinary
agriculture.
A) had progressed

B) has progressed

C) progresses

D) would have progressed

A) have got to

B) will have to

C) shouldn't have

D) need to

E) don't have to

14. In order to establish the date of these footprints
he ---- a technique that ---- when the sand grains
were last exposed to light.

19. The mummified remains of Oetzi the Iceman
seem to suggest that this famous Stone Age
man ---- from an attacker before ---- to death.
A) had fled / to bleed

B) will use / has measured

C) fled / having bled

C) has used / will measure

D) was fleeing / having had to bleed

D) had used / would measure

E) has fled / to be bleeding

E) used / measures

20. In calculators, calculations ---- entirely with
15. In his report he ---- that the scanning technology
---- with novel textile manufacturing techniques.

integers yield exact results as long as the
numbers ---- too big for the space allotted.
A) doing / were not

A) may recommend / has been combined

B) having done / have not been

B) recommends / was combined

C) to have been done / would not have been

C) has recommended / had been combined

D) done / are not

D) recommended / should be combined
E) had recommended / would have been combined

E) to be done / will not be
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B) may have fled / bleeding

A) uses / measured

NETyds

NETyds

E) is progressing

